
6 MESOSCALE DYNAMICS OF BLOCK

COPOLYMERS UNDER SHEAR

6.1 Abstract

The inuence of externally applied steady simple shear on the re-

laxation process of block copolymers is studied for di�erent systems.

First, two simulations of a model A8B8 block copolymer melt are pre-

sented in comparison with theoretical and experimental literature. In

both the two dimensional and the three dimensional melt, the most

stable equilibrium structures are observed.

Second, shear is applied to the hexagonal phase of the PL64-water

system described in chapter 4. The results are compared with very

recent experimental results. The experimentally observed equilib-

rium structure is reproduced by the simulation. The orientation of

the simulated structure di�ers 100 from the experimental value.

6.2 Introduction

Block copolymers are capable of forming a variety of mesoscale struc-

tures in melts and solutions. The morphology of these complex liq-

uids can be tailored by molecular synthesis and processing conditions.

In the previous chapters of this thesis, a method was presented to

predict morphologies based on molecular topology and experimental

thermodynamic data. This chapter forms the �rst step to including

processing conditions in our model: steady shear ow.

It is well known that ow �elds a�ect the morphologies of com-

plex liquids98,99 and this has been studied extensively, both theoret-

ically99{102 and experimentally.103 During the last couple of years,

the time evolution of patterns in complex uids has also been stud-

ied using computer simulations of time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau

models,98 but these methods cannot be applied to speci�c polymer

systems.

In this chapter, simple shear will be incorporated into the dynamic

mean-�eld density functional method, for which the additional theory
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will be presented in the next section. Then, the inuence of steady

simple shear on a model A8B8 block copolymer melt in two and three

dimensions will be discussed. The results are shown to be in excellent

agreement with theory and other simulations.

As an application example, a simulation of the hexagonal phase

of the PL64-water system (see also chapter 4) will be presented and

the results are compared to experiments, which were performed only

very recently.104 We conclude that our approach can be used for the

investigation of shear induced ordering in speci�c polymer systems.

The method can also be applied to oscillatory and step-shear.

6.3 Theory

General

The polymer system is modeled as a compressible solution of Gaus-

sian chain molecules, where for the intramolecular interactions a

mean-�eld approximation is used. The free energy functional of a

melt was discussed extensively previously16 and the extension to a

ternary system can be found in chapter 4. Here, only the extension

of the dynamics model is presented.

The time evolution of the density �eld �I (r) under ow can be

described by the following set of stochastic di�erential di�usion con-

vection equations

_�I = MIr � �Ir �F

��I
�r � (v�I) + �I (6.1)

where the �rst term on the right hand side is the di�usion term. The

second term is the convective term with velocity �eld v and �I is

a stochastic noise which is distributed according to the uctuation-

dissipation theorem.39 Formally, the velocity for equation 6.1 can

be obtained from (modi�ed) Navier Stokes equations and depends in

general on the viscosities, pressure and the chemical potentials.105 In

the case of simple steady shear, the velocity pro�le in the system is

linear and given by v = ( _y; 0; 0), where _ is the shear rate (the time

derivative of the strain ).98

Numerics

For the cubic grid, we use the sheared periodic boundary condi-

tions106,107 from �gure 6.1:
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�(x; y; z; t) = �(x + iL + jL; y + jL; z + kL; t) (6.2)

where L is the number of gridcells in each direction.

x

y

Figure 6.1 Shifted periodic boundary conditions.106 The arrows denote the

ow-�eld as applied to the system. In the x-direction (ow direction) and the

z-direction (neutral direction) normal periodic boundary conditions are used.

In the y-direction (velocity gradient direction) shifted periodic boundary

conditions are used. The shift depends on the externally applied strain .

Symbol Melt PL64

time �� = ��1Mh�2�t 0.5 0.5

grid parameter d = ah�1 1.1543 1.1543

compressibility �0 = ��H� 12.0 10.0

noise scaling 
 100 100

exchange mean-�eld �AB 1.0

�ES 1.3

�PS 1.7

�EP 3.0

shear ~_ = �t _ 10�3 10�3

Table 6.1 The simulation parameters and their values. The exchange

mean-�eld parameters are de�ned as �IJ = �
2�
(�II + �JJ � 2�IJ).

The actual simulation results depend on several dimensionless

variables (see also chapters 3 and 4), which are given in table 6.1.

The convective term in equation 6.1 introduces an additional dimen-

sionless simulation parameter ~_ = �t _ which was set to 10�3 in all

simulations. This value puts the system under a reasonable amount

of strain within several days of simulation time. As the time-step

in the simulations depends on ��1M , the actual shear rate can be

estimated from the di�usional coe�cient of the system. For example,

a typical di�usion constant of ��1M � 10�14� 10�13 m2=s results in

a shear rate of _ � 10� 102 s�1.
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6.4 Results and discussion

Simulation of a two dimensional block copolymer melt

In �gure 6.2, the simulation results for a two dimensional A8B8 block

copolymer melt are shown for L = 128. At � = 0, the system was

quenched from the disordered state. For the �rst 500 steps no shear

was applied, so that a meso-phase structure is able to form (�gure

6.2a).

a) b) c)

d)
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e) f)

Figure 6.2 Morphologies of A8B8 in 2D under shear (vx = _y,vy = vz = 0):

a) � = 500 (starting con�guration), b) � = 1000, c) � = 2000, d) � = 4000

(end shear), e) � = 4500 (from � = 4000 to � = 4500 di�usion only). Figure

f) is a reference picture for the morphology without any shear at � = 4500.

The axes are indicated.

At � = 500, simple steady shear is initiated. During the simu-

lation, until � = 4000, the morphology pattern is reorganized into

global lamellae, oriented almost parallel to the ow direction (�gures

6.2b to d). At � = 4000 the external ow was removed (�gure 6.2d).

The morphology remains stable and the structure defects slowly dis-

appear. A snapshot of the system at � = 4500 is shown in �gure 6.2e.

For comparison, the phase separation pattern of the same system in

absence of shear is shown in �gure 6.2f.

There are a number of important results:

1. In the �rst stage of the reorientation, the lamellae are tilted

into the direction of the shear (�gure 6.2b and c).

2. As the strain increases, the lamellae start to break up. The

resulting pieces recombinate into new lamellae, which are ori-

ented in the direction of the shear. This is illustrated in �gure

6.3, where small pieces of the simulation pattern are shown at
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di�erent times. Di�erent structural changes such as undulation

of lamellae, breakup and recombination can be clearly observed.

1500 1750

2000 2250

Figure 6.3 Details of the reorientation mechanism by breaking up the

lamellae as a function of time � . The area of interest is in the middle of the

picture at � = 1500 and slowly moves in the direction of the shear.

3. In the late stages of the reorganization, almost all lamellae are

oriented in the direction of the shear. The growth of perfect

lamellae now proceeds by a defect annihilation mechanism, as

illustrated in �gure 6.4.

3250 3500

4000

? ?

?

Figure 6.4 Details of the reorientation mechanism as a function of time � .

The growth of perfect lamellae as a result of the shear can be observed. An

example is indicated by the arrows.

The morphology formation can be illustrated by the volume av-

eraged anisotropy factor108 Q = hrx�ry�iV (�gure 6.5); (in case of

perfect lamellae parallel to the shear direction Q = 0). The increase

of Q from � = 0 to � = 500 corresponds to the formation of more

and more sharp boundaries. Without shear (top line) Q reaches a

plateau region very soon after � = 500. The decrease of the factor

Q (bottom line) in case of shear describes reorientation of lamellae.

Factor Q becomes slightly negative as the lamellae align at a small

angle to the shear direction.
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Figure 6.5 The anisotropy factor Q of the 2D melt simulation. Di�usion

only (top line) and with shear (bottom line). Shear is applied at � = 500. The

shear strain  for can be calculated from  = �=500� 1 for 500 � � � 4000.

Simulation of a three dimensional block copolymer melt

We performed a simulation of the same A8B8 melt in a three dimen-

sional system (L = 64), as shown in �gure 6.6. The initial structure

at � = 500 has a lot of defects and is far from the equilibrium lamel-

lar structure. During the application of the shear, a global lamellar

orientation appears with only few remaining defects. The formation

of these lamellae proceeds essentially in the same way as for the two

dimensional system. There are two obvious di�erences: the charac-

teristic time of the reorganization and the alignment. The so called

perpendicular lamellae99 are formed in the three dimensional system.

From experiments and stability analysis, the perpendicular orien-

tation is known to be the most stable one,100,109 when the viscosity of

both A and B block are equal. The analysis in 100 was extended in

99 to show the inuence of di�erent block viscosities on the stability.

It was found that the e�ective shear rate in the system depends on

the square of the viscosity di�erence between the blocks and that the

parallel orientation can be stable at slow shear rate, because viscous

e�ects become dominant. The volume averaged anisotropy factor for

this system is plotted in �gure 6.7. As can be concluded from com-

parison of �gures 6.7 and 6.5 lamellae formation and alignment is

slower in 3D than in 2D.

In �gure 6.6d an isosurface of the 3D Fourier transform of the B-

density is shown at � = 4000. The value of the isosurface is chosen
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Figure 6.6 Three dimensional A8B8 polymer melt under shear (vx =

_y,vy = vz = 0). (a) At � = 500. (b) At � = 4000, without shear. (c) At

� = 4000, with shear. (d) The projection of an isosurface of the 3D Fourier

transform on the yz-plane.
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Figure 6.7 The anisotropy factor Q of the 3D melt simulation. Di�usion

only (top line) and with shear (bottom line). Shear is applied at � = 500:
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such that only the primary peak is visible. The small tilt of the whole

picture indicates that the alignment to the ow direction is not yet

completely perfect. The shape of the peaks shows that there are

clusters with local orientation which is considerably di�erent from

the perpendicular alignment, while the average orientation of the

whole picture is only a few degrees o�. We continued the shear

until � = 7500. The obtained picture consists of almost perfect

perpendicular lamellae with much less defects than in �gure 6.6c.

Hexagonal Pluronic water mixture under shear

As an application example of the method, the inuence of shear on

the hexagonal phase of the Pluronic L64 water system was investi-

gated. Therefore, the 55% PL64 water simulation of chapter 4 was

repeated. The system was �rst equilibrated by integrating the dif-

fusion equations without the convective contribution until � = 5000.

Then shear is applied until � = 12500. Figure 6.8b shows the free

energy as a function of � . In �gures 6.9 to 6.12, the PO morphology

isosurfaces (�P = 0:33), the projection of the morphology isosurface

on the yz-plane and projections of the Fourier transform of the mor-

phology (isosurface at j~�P (q) j=10.0) on the xy- and yz-plane are

shown as a function of � .

At � = 5000, the density pattern (�gure 6.9(a)/(b)) displays only

small clusters of hexagonally ordered cylinders. No global ordering

can be observed from the density pattern. The angle averaged Fourier

transform (�gure 6.8a) shows the same higher order peaks as found in

chapter 4, at 2q0 and
p
7q0, where q0 is the frequency of the primary

peak. The peak at
p
3q0 is again not visible. From the presence of

the rings in the projections of the 3 dimensional Fourier transform of

the PO-density (upper part of �gure 6.10: (a) and (b)) we conclude

that some global ordering already exists.

The externally applied shear, which perturbs the system, leads to

a sharp increase in the free energy immediatly after � = 5000 (see

�gure 6.8b). After � = 7000, the system �nds a path to the hexag-

onally ordered morphology with minimal energy. The behavior of

the anisotropy factor in this simulation is signi�cantly di�erent from

the A8B8 system. In the melt, this factor falls down immediatly af-

ter applying shear, while for the hexagonal phase of the PL64/water

mixture the anisotropy factor �rst increases. Only after � = 6500, it

decreases because of the alignment of structures in the shear direc-

tion. As the anisotropy factor is closely related to the stress tensor,110

the rheological parameters of these two systems will be signi�cantly
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Figure 6.8 (a) The angle averaged Fourier transform of the density pattern

at � = 5000. The hexagonal ordering leads to the peaks at 2q0 and
p
7q0,

where q0 is the frequency of the main peak. Units on the horizontal axis are

h�1, units on the vertical axis are arbitrary. (b) The free energy of the 55%

PL64 solution. The units on the vertical axis are kBTh
�3. Immediatly after

the quench, the system is trapped in a local free energy minimum. When

the shear is started at � = 5000, the system is pushed over the free energy

barrier which seperates it from the global hexagonal ordering which is the

global free energy minimum. (c) The absolute value of the anisotropy factor

jQj = j hrx�ry�i j. In contrast to the melt simulations, the anisotropy

factor �rst increases after the start of the shearing.

di�erent in the initial stages of the externally applied shear ow.

For the reorganization mechanism, we observe that the system

initially reorganizes (�gures 6.9) by breaking connections between

the di�erent structures, which leads to the increase in free energy

and to the increase of the anisotropy factor. After a short period,

the new structures align in the direction of the shear and grow by a

defect annihilation mechanism (�gures 6.11). The projections of the

structure factor indicate that the reordering is a continuous process.

No sudden changes are observed.

The orientation of the hexagonal phase of PL64 under shear was

determined recently104 from SANS experiments. Theoretically, there

are two possible orientations of the hexagonal unit cell in the system

under shear, which are somewhat analogues to the perpendicular

and parallel orientation for the lamellar system. They are classi�ed
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Figure 6.9 55% PL64 solution under shear. PO-isodensities were calculated

at (a)/(b) � = 5000, (c)/(d) � = 6250, (e)/(f) � = 7500 and (g)/(h)

� = 8750. (b), (d), (f) and (h) are projections on the yz-plane.
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Figure 6.10 55% PL64 solution under shear. Depicted are projections of

the 3D Fourier transform on the xy-plane ((a), (c), (e) and (g)) and the

yz-plane ((b), (d), (f) and (h)) at (a)/(b) � = 5000, (c)/(d) � = 6250,

(e)/(f) � = 7500 and (g)/(h) � = 8750.
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Figure 6.11 55% PL64 solution under shear. PO-isodensities were calculated

at (a)/(b) � = 10000, (c)/(d) � = 11250 and (e)/(f) � = 12500. (b), (d),

and (f) are projections on the yz-plane.
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Figure 6.12 55% PL64 solution under shear. Depicted are projections of

the 3D Fourier transform on the xy-plane ((a), (c) and (e)) and the yz-plane

((b), (d) and (f)) at (a)/(b) � = 10000, (c)/(d) � = 11250 and (e)/(f)

� = 12500.
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according to the orientation of the d10 plane with respect to the

neutral direction (see �gure 6.13). For comparison we plotted a slice

of the PO-volume fraction at � = 12500 in �gure 6.13b from which

several big clusters can be observed.
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Figure 6.13 Orientations of the hexagonal phase under shear. (a) parallel

orientation. The central cylinder has two neighbours which ow at the

same speed. (b) slice of the PL64-water simulation at � = 12500. (c)

perpendicular orientation. The central cylinder has no neighbours which ow

at the same speed.

Both orientations are observed in experiments104,111 and to our

knowledge, there is no theory which predicts the orientation. In

agreement with experiments, an orientation close to 6.13a is observed.

The deviation is about 100. As our model neglects the viscosity dif-

ference between the Pluronic and the water, we conclude that the

global orientation of the hexagonal phase is not an e�ect of the vis-

cosity di�erences.

From the orthogonal projections of the PO morphology, we can

closely observe the growth of the liquid crystals. At � = 8750, the

�rst cylinders are aligned with the ow direction. This �rst domain

grows until � = 11250, when a second domain becomes visible. The

domains are clearly separated by defect rich regions, which are slowly

disappearing.

6.5 Conclusions.

In this chapter, an A8B8 polymer melt in 2 spatial dimensions, an

A8B8 polymer melt in 3 spatial dimensions and a PL64-water mixture

were studied under simple steady shear. It was found that in all cases

the reordering process went through the same basic stages:
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1. In the beginning, the original structures are deformed and tilted

into the direction of the shear.

2. Due to the strain, structures break up and reform into struc-

tures oriented in the shear direction.

3. The reoriented structures grow via a defect annihilation mech-

anism, until global order is reached.

In each case, the predicted or experimentally determined equilib-

rium structure is obtained: for the two dimensional melt, we obtain

parallel lamellae, for the three dimensional melt, we obtain perpen-

dicular lamellae and for the Pluronic water mixture, we obtain cylin-

ders which are aligned to the ow direction with the lattice oriented

close to the orientation from �gure 6.13a. We therefore conclude

that it is possible to apply the dynamic mean-�eld density functional

method to predict the meso-phase formation of polymer melt or so-

lutions under shear.
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